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Much has been written and said about the empirical character of psychology 

and other sciences. Little has been said about the non-empirical aspects. The 

present paper deals with the question of how what is empirical goes together with 

what is non-empirical in a science such as physics or psychology. Since a topic 

of this sort cannot be dealt with in depth in a brief presentation, I shall give 

a brief review and illustration of a recently developed formulation in which 

rule-following replaces truth-seeking as the central concept for scientific 

thinking and procedure. 

I. Let us begin directly with a reminder. Psychology consists of two 

major parts, and they are very distinct parts. One of these is what \~e norma l ly 

think of as scientific psychology, that i~ psychological theorizing and experi

mentation. The other part is the discipline of science, what is more commonly 

ca 11 ed the II Phi 1 osophy1
' of science. 

Ordinarily, we do not say that the discipline of science is part of 

psychology. But for all that we do not say so, we do recognize that it provides 

us with prescriptions that we accept in regard to the fundamentals of psycho

logical investigation. Among the fundamentals are these five : 

(a) The difference between science and non-science. 

{b) The difference betwen doing an experiment and doing any t hing else . 

(c) The difference between empirical and non-empirical. 



(d) The difference between what is a scientific explanation and what 

Is not. 

(e) The place of definition and experimentation in scientific 

explanation. 

These five are merely illustrative. If our theorizing and experimentation 

could not be seen as embodying certain decisions in regard to fundamentals such 

as these five, they would not, and could not, have the significance that they do 

for us as scientific endeavors. Thus, decisions of this sort are not outsiders' 

views of what goes on Inside psychology. They are not merely philosophers' 

theories about what psychologists do. They are part of our technical apparatus 

for doing psychology. 

I 

' 

Let us move to another reminder. This division of psychology into two parts 

goes with the distinction of eq,irical vs. non-empirical. In the sense in which 

psychological science is regarded as e111>irlcal, the discipline of science is as 

thoroughly non-eq,lrlcal as other disciplines such as literature, art criticism, 

and theology. 

Specifically, the discipline of science is non-empirical because the decisions 

we have accepted in regard to those five fundamentals (for example) do not repre- · 

sent experimental findings or generalizations of experimental findings, or even 

explanations of experimental results. Nor could they. Neither do they represent 

stlpulative definitions. The psychological scientist is free to define. his ex

planatory concepts and his measurement operations. He is not free to define what 

an experiment Is, or what an explanation is, etc. It is because the fundament,,ds 

of psychological procedures are constituted by the application of certain socia l 

standards (rather than investigation) and are maintained by the social Institutions, 

of psychology and other sciences (rather than by Investigation or Inquiry) that 

the designation 11the dlscipllne of science" was adopted as being descriptive of 

this part of psychology. 
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If, say, one percent of a11 human behavior is scientific behav1or, then the 

dlsclpllne of science may be characterized as a single, non-empirical, non

scientific theory of that one percent of human behavior. The other essential 

part of psychology consists (for our present purposes) of a variety of empirically 

oriented behavior theories each of which applies to all behavior. None of these 

theories overlaps at all with the non-scientific theory of scientific behavior; 

nor could any of them replace the latter. Thus, we have more than one hundred 

percent coverage with respect to behavior, and that is curious. The non-scient i fic 

type of formulation appears to have the virtue that with it we can say what needs 

to be said about scientific behavior, i.e., to characterize it effectively, to 

dlstlngulsh it from other forms of human behavior, and to explain it. But our 

special formulation of scientific behavior leaves unexamined the other ninety-nine 

percent of human behavior. In contrast, with our scientific theories there is no 

behavior we cannot talk about, but evidently there is much about behavior that we 

cannot say. We cannot say as much about behavior as must be the case in order for 

there to be anything that would qualify as a scientific theory of behavior. So 

that what falls outside the scope of our scientific explanations of behavior is 

!l2! irrelevant for the science of behavior or for a scientif ic understanding of 

behavior, and so cannot be dismissed by pointing out that science i s abst ract and 

always leaves out of consideration some aspects of the concrete phenomena. Cur ious 

Indeed, and perhaps disquieting, for if our scientific theories of behavior are 

defective in this way with respect to scientific behavior, we may well wonder 

whether they are not correspondingly and systematically defective with respect to 

the other ninety-nine percent of human behavior. 

On the face of it, the division of psychology into an incomplete empirical 

part and an incomplete non-~irica1 part is undesirable because it guarantees 

that no psychological theory developed within this framework will ever meet some 
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of our ordinary standards of adequacy. As it happens, one of the major implications 

of the rule-following formulation Is that this particular division into empirical 

and non-empirical is in no sense necessary. shall suggest that one hundred 

percent coverage is enough, after all, that it is possible within a single 

psychological behavior theory to say what there is to be said about all behavior, 

Including rat behavior, scientific behavior, and philosophical behavior. There is 

such a theory (Ossorio, 1966), and it is paradlgmatically a rule-following theory 

of human action. Since the focus of the present paper is methodological rather 

than theoretical, th~ theory as such will not be presented, but it will be 

referred to from time to time as the "general .rule-following model . 11 

II. Let us turn to the question of what il empirical about particular sciences, 

particularly psychology. It appears that our most familiar and generally accepted 

views of the matter can be summarized in this way: "Scientific laws are empirical 

because they summarize what we observe, and scientific theories are empirical 

because they are tested against what we observe." 

In order to approach the problem with due caution and remain on neutral ground 

as Jong as possible, Jet us, rather than going directly to psychological problems, 

begin by examining a classic formula from a classic science. This is the formula 

that says "A physical body will accelerate in the direction of an applied force." 

This Is an Incomplete and colloquial rendering, but nothing hinges on that. The 

formula Is of particular Interest because it may be thought of as either an 

empirical lat: or a theoretical, hence explanatory, statement. 

Using this familiar example as a vehicle, I shall argue for two conclusions. 

First, that as summaries of what we observe, our empirical laws are not merely 

falsifiable, but demonstrably false. Second, that our major theorie~ and parti

cularly our major theories of behavior, cannot be falsified at all. Both 

conclusions raise some question about our modes of experimentation in psychology 
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and our traditional accounts of what is empirical about science. It is not so 

much that these conclusions have been directly denied, but rather that their force 

has not been adequately dealt with in accounts which represent sctentlfic endeavor 

as being essentially a search for truth even though we have to settle for confirm

ation. A rule-following characterization of scientific behavior is presented 

briefly as an alternative to the traditional soothsaying model, and this is 

followed by a psychological example which illustrates the new outlook on how 

e~lrlcal and non-empirical fit together in psychological science. 

let us, then return to the formula, 11A physical body will accelerate in th~ 

direction of an applied force," and Jet us return with some more reminders. Do we 

always observe It to be the case that a physical body accelerates in the direction 

of an applied force? Of course not. If there were any doubt, a negative instance 

could be produced on the spot. For example, we could apply a horizontal force to 

a pencil on the table In such a way that it suddenly accelerated in a non-horizontal 

direction, i.e., when it rolls off the edge. Conversely, if we apply a moderate 

horizontal force to the table itself, it will not be observed to move at all. Thus, 

if the primary virtue of such a formula were that it was a general statement of 

what we observe and testable against future observations ~ we could d i scard th l s 

particular one because, simply, It Is false. 

Of course, we do not discard the formula. That it can be falsified in those 

ways does not bother us at all. That thls is so is the important fact. We are 

not bothered because we have explanations for the failures. i n the first case, we 

neglected the force of gravity, and in the second case we neglected the force of 

friction between the table and the floor. To be sure. (Of course, these explana

tions are already a move away from observables.) But suppose we did take account 

of the force of gravity and the force of friction. Probably we could then do a 

better job of predicting movements generally, though there would be occasions 
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when we would not. There would still be some times when our predictions were In 

error--~ times. and no matter how much care we took. This Is not a conclusion 

that is traditionally denied. Rather. it has merely been referred to the "open 

texture" of scientific concepts and procedures and been declared not to be a 

problem in many important cases. But then our previous conclusion holds--as an 

empirical summary. the fornaila is not merely falsifiable. but demonstrably false. 

Still, that conclusion does not bother us, and there is more to it than 

that It is not always a problem. If we did an experiment and conscientiously 

established that forces x, y, and z were operating on our experimental body, and 

if the body failed to move in the expected direction, we might then claim to have 

falsified that law of motion ampirically. However. such a claim would get us 

no.,,here. The proper physicist would merely scowl at us and say, "Don 1 t be silly. 

Obviously there was some other force operating." And then we might say,"Oh--

so It isn't simply 'a physical body will accelerate in the direction of an applied 

fore~• There has to be a qualifying clause that says, 'unless there is another 

force operating.'" And the physicist might frown and say, "All right. But the 

neat way to write the formula, the one that shows its objective and universal 

character most clearly, is to say, 'A physical body will ac.:.~lerate in the direc

tion of the resultant of all the forces acting on it. 111 

Of course, the physicist is quite right. That does show its objective and 

un i versal character. It also shows the formula to be non-falsifiable. Since we 

do not have a general criterion for that resultant force that is independent of 

the movement of that body, no set of empirical results is incompatible with the 

latest versions of the formula. With these latter two we have moved to the second 

alternative, which is that the formula is no longer an observation summary, but a 

theoretical statement, hence explanatory. 
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That the theoretical statement is not falsifiable still does not bother us, 

nor does It bother the physicist, and that says something about our sophistications, 

since we also want to say that the theory in question is enpirlcallv tested. By 

now, however, the answers to why It does not bother us are not so easy to come by, 

nor Is It crystal clear any longer that we ought not to be bothered. Certainly, 

It is beginning to be clear that there Is a very substantial logical gap between 

our scientific accounts of the world and what we observe to be the case. We often 

hear that such accounts represent what scientists have discovered to be the case , 

or what they have shown to be the case 1 and we often talk that way among ourselves. 

But we might question whether "discovery" or"lnvention" is the more appropriate 

description. We might question whether "discovery" and "invention" do not amount 

to the same thing in this case. And there may well be something disturbing about 

the conclusion that If we want a formula which explains observations by reference 

to an objective, universal principle, the price of having it is that the formula 

be non-e~irical and removed from observation. In this connection, we may note 

that it ls not until the formula is protected by the "unless" clause that we say 

that the- body moved because of the forces operating on it--so long as the formula 

is regarded as an e~lrlcal law any such statement would be cilsmissed as c ! rcular 

and non-explanatory. 

Not very long ago the conclusion that our theories are not falsifiable was 

the occasion for some concern. It was in this connection that the notion of 

verification was replaced by a more elaborate account in terms of confirmation. 

In psychology, the story of confirmation has come to be accepted largely in the 

even more elaborate form of "construct validation." The essential feature of the 

confirmation story is that we test a theory by making a prediction on the basis 

of the theory. The theory is confirmed or disconfirmed accordingly as the pre

diction ls true or false. Extensive confirmation of a theory gives us confidence 
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In its truth, although such evidence is never at all conclusive , and so the theory 

cannot be shown to be true. Conversely, disconfirmation of a theory provides us 

with evidence of its falsity. For some theorists, this kind of evidence can be 

decisive; for most it is not. In any case, disconfirmation is grounds for giving 

up the theory, or at least, for changing it or changing our minds about it. 

No doubt this may be regarded as a barbarously truncated version of the 

''confirmatio~• rationale for scientific endeavors. Nevertheless it is enough 

to point up two kinds of difficulty which it appears may be found in connection 

with more complete accounts. The first stems from the notion that the point of 

engaging in experimentation is to have an (empirical) evidential basis for a 

t.ruth appraisal of the theory and that the ideal would be to have a true theory. 

The difficulty, briefly, ls that with non-falsifiable theories there is no 

sensible question of their being true or false, and so there would be no sense 

in any truth appraisal and there could hardly be any sensible question of evi

dence for or against the truth of such theories. 

The second difficulty depends on an alternative reading of the confirmation 

account. Although there seems little doubt that a concern for the truth of 

scientific theories is in fact the keystone of the conf i rn,dtion account it mi ght 

be claimed (particularly in the light of the first difficu l ty noted above) that 

a literal and conservative reading of such accounts will show that they on ly go 

as far as saying that extensive conf i rmation per se, and not a~y furthe r impl i 

cation about truth value, is the standard for positive appraisal and acceptance 

of a scientific theory. On this reading, however, the conf i rmation account drops 

out altogether as a rationale for scientific behavior, for it merely repeats in 

unqualified form something that was already taken for granted subject to 

qualifications, i.e., that, In fact, under the circumstances that prevail. all 

other things being equal, a theory which permits extensive correct predictions 
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Is more valued than one which does not. What is called for, and what the 

confirmation view fails to provide, is a systematic account of what sense it makes 

to value a highly confirmed theory over one that is not. 

Thus, in either case the confirmation story does not appear to provide an 

adequate account of why as scientists we would want a well confirmed theory as 

against, for exa111>le, one which was merely known to be true, or why it would make 

sense to change our minds about a non-falsifiable theory in the face of negative 

experimental results. In point of fact, it appears that in the face of negative 

findings the theorist gives up his theory or modifies it--unless he doesn't. It 

is instructive in this connection to reflect on the kind of criticism which we in 

fact level at ourselves or our colleagues. Aside from gross technical Ineptitude, 

which Is perhaps relatively rare, the criticism which _counts most with us deals 

with such things as (a) triviality, or unlnformatlveness of an experiment, 

(b) problems of generalizability, or (c) playing it too safe in the selection of 

occasions or predictions which constitute the empirical 11test" of a theory. These 

grounds of criticism are, of course, Interrelated. None of these grounds is 

touched on In the confirmation story. Yet it would seem that if we had an adequate 

rationale for scientific behavior, our criticism of particu1~~ scientific endeavors 

would consist primarily in pointing out the ways in which those endeavors fail to 

conform to the scientific rationale. 

Ill. There is an alternative to the confirmation story as a rationale for 

scientific behavior. take it to be simpler and more to the point. Very briefly: 

An explanatory formula such as the one about moving bodies does not function 

primarily as a simple description (hence true or false) of what one observes or 

expects to observe. Neither does it function as a premiss for such a description. 

instead, it is a prescription followed by the scientist in describing what he 

observes. It is a conditional prescription to the effect that the observed results 
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must be described in accordance with the format provided by the formula .Lf. is is 
;......--

to be a description of a certain kind of phenomenon. Thus, ln the previous 

example, the prescription would be "The acceleration of a body must be expressible 

as the effect of the resultant of the forces operating on it, unless it isn't a 

ehvs!cal body." (Recall that the initial formula was~ "A physical body wi 11 

accede rate .... ") 

If we return to the formula that "A physical body accelerates; i~ the 

direction of an applied force--unless there is another force operating/' we see 

that the ''unless" clause guarantees that the prescription is one wh ich can actually 

be followed. We can do that because if there is a force which we didn 1 t know 

atr ••~ in advance, we can and often do calculate after the fact what it must have 

been. Sometimes we even repeat the experiment and try to nail it down ln advance. 

If establishing the truth of the theory were the primary point of exper imental 

Investigation, then it would seem paradoxical that non-falsifiable theoroes 

sho1Jld be the rule and not the exception. In contrast, if experimentation l s 

primarily a matter of following the prescriptions codified in the theo~y. the~ 

having prescriptions which unquestionably can be followed is a techn i cal and 

methodological virtue. But also, we must thery look further f-., r an ac.c..oilJ:rt of what 

the empldc.al polnt of experimentation is, since that cannot consist s i mply sir:, 

hdviryg fo1!owed a theoretical prescription which we knew in advance could always 

be f o 1 lowed . 

In the traditional view, what accrues to a th"0ry by virtue of coi:iJfl rmation 

ls truth , or our conf!dence in its truth. And if we have that confide~ce in the 

tneorv, we need not worry about its range of application, because that will be 

limited only by logical considerations. If it is true that a physical bodv moves 

in the dlr~ctlon of the resultant of al I of the forces operating on I t, why then 

nt does, and there are no Ifs, ands~ or buts about it. This is why our standa rd 
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of adequacy for a behavior theory is that it should apply to all behav io r . ! t is 

also why we have that other two-way division in psychology--the division between 

those who discover the truth and those who apply it. This arrangement has at 

least two predictable drawbacks. The first is that it would be easy to do (and 

difficult to avoid doing) a great deal of research that had little or no payoff 

because It did not add appreciably to our conviction about the truth of the theory 

in question. Experiments of this kind are among those which we c riti c i ze as 

trivial or uninformative. The second is that it would often be dif f icult or 

inl)ossible to generalize. the theory in a non-trivial way beyond the laborato ry 

setting or beyond the clinic setting, or whatever the original domain of appli

cation of the theory was. That this has been the case historically hardly needs 

documentation. 

The rule-following account of the matter is that nothing accrues to a theory 

by virtue of conflrmatlon--nothing in particular, and nothing necessarily. (Thi s 

follows directly fran the recognition that experimentation can be trivial and 

uninformative.) Instead, the open question is where and how our prescript ion can 

be followed In a non-trivial way and with effective results. Th i s is a mat t er of 

genu i ne concern, and since we do not in general know the ans•.-:~ rs t o ques tl ons of 

this sort In advance, it is these questions which are the emp iri cal ones . Thus , 

tile point of e.)(l)erlmental investigation Is to get information of th os sort, 

Wltllln the rule-following framework, it is apparent that the most informati ve sort 

of exper iment is the one in which we try out our prescription in just t hose c i rcum

stances where there is a real question as to whether it can be done effect ively . 

(!n a general way, this corresponds to the "determined efforts to fals i fy 11 theories 

which Popper reconmends.) This kind of experiment wi 11 be e.xcept i ona 11 y i nforma -

t i ve even if it adds nothing in particular to our conf idence in the truth of what 

we say. In the face of negative findings we change our minds about the range of 
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effective application of our prescript ion , s i nce t hat is what we d i scove r 

empirically. But of course, we may change our minds in this way i n the face of 

positive findings, too. In the rule-following approach~ hypothes i s test i ng has 

no particular virtue, though it is in no way ruled out. The emphasis is on what 

we discover, not what we said in advance, (bu t see below) . 

It should be clear from the foregoing that the problem of gene ral i za ti on 

is central, not Incidental to the rule-follow i ng approach. The range of ef tec

tive application of a non-empirical formula has to be discovered eql lrl c.a 1!v, 

dnd so generallzatlon Is something to be done, and it is done £Y do i ng an 

experiment. This contrasts with the traditional approach, whe re generalization 

Is something that is said, and said after do i ng an expe r iment ( the expe ri mente r 

announces that he 11generali2es 11 his results to populations of wh i ch hi s exper i 

ment Is representative). 
I 

Still, there is something missing . Up to this po i nt we have seen t hat the 

use of non-empirical formulas Is consistent with emp i rical rese.arch 9 s i nce t he 

e~irical questions have to do not with the formulas pe r se, but wi th t he i r use . 

But it may well appear that, under this account , science cons i sts s l mp ~y of 

fact-gathering relative to the use of a va ri ety of exp lanato r~' fo rmulas . Thoe;; 

conclus lon would violate the traditional ideology i n wh 1ch sc lentaf nc e~deavor 

Is seen as an open-ended search for more and more gene ra! and hmdament ad exp 1a!l".la = 

t!ons. However, something of th l s sort is a feature of t ne ru ; e. ~· f o ll cw or.g 

approach also. For, given some empirical informat ion (or even some expectat ions ) 

about the range of effective application of a given formula, f 1 j we might hope t o 

lnvl!'tnt a new prescription, F1• dealing with the use of f 1 and poss ibly ot he rs as 

we 11. One criterion for the effective app la cat ion of FI would be tha t it: s houl d 

enable us to judge ahead of time on wha t occas ions and in wh ich ways f J and ot hers 

of the same sort could be used effectively. ( it is this use of F1 which would 

lead us to have expectations or hypotheses in connect lon with t. he use of f1 on 



each new occasion.) As wi II be illustrated by the psychological example below, 

different prescriptions or explanatory fo ~mulas , may be related in ways which 

are more C0r1')1ex than the simple hierarchy suggested by the foregoing. In any 

case , in virtue of the relationships among explanatory formulas, the rule

following fonn~lation does provide for depth in explanation as well as scope, 

but it is the evolution of behaviors that is pr imary, not the eva1uet lon of 

theories or the sir'1)le gathering of facts. The scientific irwest i g.~ !or is an 

innovator not because he discovers truths which others may subsequert.ly "apply, 1
' 

but because he sets a new example of a form of behavior which others may 

subsequently follow. And if we can foresee some poss i ble difficulties in trying 

t~ follow his example when our circumstances are not entirely the same as his ~ 

that will be no more than the difficulty we would face in 11generaliz! ng11 or 

"applying" the truth he has "discovered" or "confl rmed" when our circumstances 

are not entirely the same as his. 

In sum, the rule-following account of scientific behavior provides a 

general alternative to the truth-seeking account. !t has been presented as 

providing a more adequate account of the gross facts of sc.le!"t ifl c. behav ior ,. 

e. ~., the corrmon use of non-fa ls if I able e.xp 1 anatory formulas arod the sta!l1lda t ds 

by reference to which scientific achievements are criticized and appra i sed . l'he 

psvchologlcal exar'1)1e and discussion below are deslgned to show thdt the rule~ 

fo1Jowing approach makes unnecessary some of the questoonable dlchotomaes 

assumed by the truth-seeking approach, e.g .• the dichotomy between a non-

empirical "philosophy" of scientific behavior and an empirical sc.i-=~ce of behavior , 

or between a purely nominal "observation language" and an explanatory "theoretical 

language." in providing the means for discarding these a priori dichotom ies~ the 

rule-following account also discards the reductive and atomistic, hence anti

psvchologlcal. bias inherent In the avowedly 11 neutral 11 positivist nc account. 
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IV. Let us turn now to a psychological ex~le to illustrate the prescr ip ··· 

tlve, or rule-fol lowing, approach. For this pu_rpose, let us examine another classic 

forni I a, the one that says, "F rust ration I eads to aggression. 11 Orig i na JI y, th ls 

was propounded as an ef11)irica1 law, and it gave rise to much research and discussion 

for a number of years. It disappeared from the psychological scene because there 

was too much negative evidence, and the length to which one had to go to explain 

away negative findings made It unacceptable as an e~irical law. Research on 

"aggression" has continued, however, and a recent review of such researc.h ends 

with the suggestion that "aggression" be treated as a hypothetical construct 

rather than as an observational term. It took roughly thi r ty yea rs for that 

suggestion to be made. The following is a schematic presentation of a rule

following approach to the phenomenon. That it did not take thirty years to evo lve 

reflects another dimension of the comparison between the rule-following ac.count 

and the truth-seeking, confirmation account. 

We begin with the formula 

(1) Provocation by O elicits a correspondingly host i le respol'!ise 

by p. II 

lhls is the analogue of the si~le formula concerning phys ecaj bod les ~ and u t -ake 

it to be a more I inguistical ly sensitive formulation of the frust rat !on~a-gg ression 

hypothesis. Like both of these latter ~ our host i l i ty formula Is false. W~at is 

required is an 11unless 11 clause. In fact there are several such cla:uses 9 and so 

we have: 

(1) Provocation by O elicits a correspondingly hostile response 

by P. 

(a) Unless P has another reason for showing anger towa rd 0 

or for not show l ng anger toward 0. (This is the direct 

analogue of "unless there is another force ope rat lng . 11
) Or 
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(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Unless P doesn't perceive 0°s behavior as the provocati on 

that it is, or 

Unless Pis unable to express hi s anger in that situation, 

or 

Unless P believes that what he did~ a correspondingly 

hostile response. 

These "unless" clauses may be specified in greate r deta ~1. For example, 

we might talk quantitatively in terms of the relative strength of the provocat ion 

bv Oas against P's other reasons for not showing his anger. Such an analysi~ 

has been given an effective co~uter simulation by Hitche11 (1966) .. Or we might 

specify discretely what difference It would make if P's reason for not showi ng 

anger was fear rather than, say, avoidance of guilt. 

Moreover, we have something like a computational scheme which prov ides us 

with an analogue (but only an analogue) to calculating what that ur- known fo rce 

must have been. Consider a graph as in Figure 1, with five nodes represe~t~ ng 

elements of the expanded hostility formula. 

Figure I. The Hosti l l ty Graph 
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The "paradigm case" of this graph , s one i :~ wh i ch all the noaes h3ve the 

same value, so that all the connecting 11~es (a through h) have a value of zero. 

Thfs corresponds to the conditior that P correc~ l y perceives the degree of provo

cation, shows the appropriate degree of host!l ; tv, a~d k~o.vs how much hostil i ty 

he has sl-iown. This paradigm case is L ke t~e p hyslc.i:!1 body L, 1.1n ! forrr. H ,i e-..sr 

mot e on, I.e., H requires no explanatlor.~ ar-d mo , eove :r, :10 no,1"1-~ :~' v·\ a l e-. .,c;p l .s l'la ti on 

ls possible within the conceptual system ln quest '. on. 7~us ; ~ ,~e s 1 tua ti o~ 

represented by t he paradigm case of the hosti 11:v graph , =fa q~~~ 1 •o n a rose af 

to, why P acted as he did, to po i nt out tb.at he ac.ted i1; ~·espons;e t o .+.hat 

provocation would be an exp 1 anat ion wh l ch d i d not requ ire .:?l"il ')" f ..s n:her e ,xp l anat i oin 

."1 1 ong the same 11 nes. 

The paradigm case, however, is only O!ie of the pos~ '. b l e c:o!l'\'fo ~uua t l ons, of 

the hostility graph . . There are other poss i b i l l ties. l f we hegt ~ wi th any one 

of the connecting l ! nes (a through h) and suppose It to ~a~e a ~cn -ze ~c ~~l~E 

(except that line bis exempt) other inequal i ties are i mpl i ed , e f :hei s b~c 1ut ely 

o r cond It i ona 11 y. and c.an be ca I cu 1 ated ana ! yt i ca 11 y. Fer ex.;:.,11p 1 e , we lT . .::v beg L, 

wi th the case where P underestimates the provocJ:11t i 011 by O ( l p < :: · . .a < 

one of the two fc,llowing sets of addi -:: ion3 J i::.equa ~l t i es r e !~ ~-: 

( 1) IP > HJ P) ~ > i-,1 ·p ' 

IP > H ~ > 

Hp > H H > i-; r 

·~ \ 
j " 

!l"liat is, If P underestimates the provoc.at l o"! by 0 , then elthe r :i': , s ac t.:.:a l rsspo1ns e. 

Is less host I le than i s cat1ed for and he perce i ves lt accu~ate l y ,, o r e l se h is 

acti..la~ response is appropriately host i le~ but he i.l nderes ti ma t es ~na t ,s 1so. {; ~ 

a more complex. for·mu aation , these two alternat i ves are not rrutu.::5 H y exc.l :wi s h,e .) 

The , n,:> Ii cat Ions and ca ku 1 at! 0,11J s r ef ~ ec t t ne p resc. re p t hte :r-equi '. r·ement 

that the graph be balanced. An l riequa l l t y in one pl ace m~s t b~ c.ompec;s,8t e.d fo ~ 

by an , nequ~ l H:y e 1sewhere 9 and the second i nequa le ty may :requ i ""e a fu rthe- r c ,, e 
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to balance It, and so on. Because of these co~~ec tf o~s, the total ~~mb~ r of 

balanced graphs is quite small--four bas ! c conf !gurat ions and the ir mirror images. 

Aside f~om the paradigm case, the ba 7 arcced g~aphs e i ther directly represent the 

use of one of the 11unless 11 clauses in the host 1l1 ty formu!a or permit further 

eJl'.planation by reference to one of the 11 .11rd ess" cla1..ses. For example, the case 

of P underestimating the provocation by O falls under daUJse 2. 

V. Let us turn from the host 11: ty axampl~ pe r se to an ex~m rin~t lo~ of 

its methodological interest. 

The prescriptive formula, "Provocatlol'I by O e~ ldts .a co irrespc[l'l)d ; ngTI~· 

hostile response by P. unless ... ~• represents nelther an emp 1:.--J c.;i il d lscovery nor 

.-;, s.tipu1ative definition. Instead, it is a par:la! for1T1U1!at l Oll"1! of 01U1 r f ':Jm o1 L:ir 

four-thousand-year-old concept of ange r . lt is part l aJ bec~~se ther-e , ~. me: r e to 

be said about anger than just that formu ~a. And it is part ~a» bec~i.Lse at requlres 

the general rule-following model to say as much as there as to be sa ' d ~bo~t 

anger. it Is because of this part""Whole relationship that the i!1.1,J'l! ess, H claus;e,s 

of the hostJllty formula can make use of other concepts ln the J~r,ger sysstem. 

Just as In the phys! cs examp 1 e the theory of mechsrd c-.s made it pc1s ~ i b 1 e: to 

odent l fy other physical bodies as sourc.es of po,te~tually c.oir,p H c,~f. L, g c;: he :-

fo r·ce~, the general ru1e-fo1 lowl~g model pelimH:s i.i: S to l dent. ify fe.a, ,, ~.a ' 1L 

prudence, and so on as reflect'.ng pa r:l cu Nar reasons, othe r t h~n ange r , fo r 

dct:lng. Other mot i vations of these k '.r.ds mav therefore reinforce or co,umter= 

b,.:;i1ance. the reason provnded . by O's provoc.atio~. And It goes wlt~ei(l.Jt s.ay o1n1\~ that 

w~ take P1 s behavior to be a 'unct io" of a1! h i s reasons jo lntRy , ~~d not just 

ar. , expiress!on of the reason provided by 0°s provoca ti or.. (uThe .accelerat i on of 

a physical body ls In the direction of the resul:.a~t of all the for~es aci1ng 

Of! ! t. 11
) The computer imp! en,er. tat i O'!i rrient i oried above 0-t l tche: 1 ~ , H 966 ) p rov ! des 

an empar!ca ·i evaluation of two functlotl'tS fer computing a u1resu ll1tieill"ilt." rea~oA'i and 



---

One Important point to be made in connection with the hostility formula and 

others like it is that until the set of 11 unless 11 clauses is complete, the formula 

Is falsifiable, but only in a peculiar way. An incoq:,lete formula is falsifiable 

in the sense that some experimental result may be encountered which was not 

specified in advance as a possible outcome. But this kind of falsifiability is 

~ot a case of testability in the truth-seeking sense. it is a spur!n~s testability 

because positive results do not affect the adequacy of the i~complete fotmtllatlon-

!t remains incomplete and can be shown to be so without experimentation. And 

negative results of this sort are not grounds for giving up the content cf the 

incomplete formulatlon--only for extending it. 

This conclusion is particularly important because It appears that dur i ng the 

past three decades, as a result of equating positivism and truth-seeking with 

science, psychologists have given top priority and official sanction to implement

ing prescriptions of 11 eff1)irical testability," "operationa1izatlonp 11 and "parsimony . " 

In giving automatic precedence to iq:,lementing these ~hree prescriptions simuJtan

eousl~ in the positivistic style, it appears that psychologists have almost 

inevitably been led to give oversimplified, incomplete formulations which are 

empir i ca l ly testable only in the spurious; sense mentioned above ,, wit h the result 

tha•. the most C0i'1100:o, and w1despre:td, c~lt 1c.ism made by psychologists in r e3a i!"d to 

p~y,.h,,!og ical research is that it is "triv l aJI! or ''uninfonmH !ve . 11 Let us use the 

1-ios t 1 ; tv formula aga ; n to 111 us t rate how s ue.Ii rese~rch ml ght come about. 

Suppose we began wi th the simple host ll lty formula and set up d classic sort 

0f e-xpe "<1"'ent wlth an operational definition and a predicted outcome. All three 

p,.escrip~.i ons are embodied here. The simplicity of the formuia gives it the 

virtue of pa r simony, and the fact that one could possibly get negative results 

for tl'>e predlction gives it the virtue of 11empirical testabillty. 11 



If we chose our experimental settings judiciouslyj we might do many 

experiments confirming the simple formula, perhaps many years of research, before 

we encountered• negative result. Let us suppose that we accounted for the 

negative result by reference to the first "unless" clause on our list, I.e., 

"unless P has another reason for not showing anger toward 0. 11 We could do further 

confirming experiments until negative results were encountered again~ whereupon 

the next "unless" clause would see the light of day. And so on to the third and 

fourth "unless" clauses and to the more specific details of each. 

Let us remember, however, that if we were not already prepared to allow 

the additional "unless" clauses, no amount of experimental evidence would require 

us to do so, and more important?y, no amount of experimental evidence would 

enable us to do so. For example, If we were not already prepared to accept the 

second "unless" clause, I.e., "P does not recognize O's provocation for what it 

is," we would deal with negative experimental results by sayingj "P must have 

had other reasons for not showing his anger toward 0, even though it's not clear 

what they were." And in this case, if someone were to suggest, "Perhaps P 

doesn't perceive the provocation for what it is, 11 we wo.uld not sa~ "You're 

wrong," but rather, ''What are you talking about? Don't cha"lg~ che subject." 

Of course, we don't say that. 

But even If we recognized the suggestion as apropos, we might well reject 

it on the basis that the experimental res~lts didn°t require that interpretation. 

With a strong concern for parsimony at work, we would never have to go Deyond 

the f irst "tJnless" clause no matter what our experimental flndings were. Just 

as P may have reasons for not showing the anger he has toward 0, he may have 

reasons for not saying what he knows about O. If Pis a psychologist with a 

heavy obligation to be surprised at his exper imental results (because they are 

empirical) and an equal oblication to give reductive "explanations" of O's 
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behavior on the basis of those results, he will have a variety of reasons for 

not saying what he knows about O. 

To continue: When we were well along with this long, hypothetical series 

of experiments resulting in the detal1ed articulation of "unless" cla.uses, we 

might, In explaining what we did for the benefit of a colleague or in justifying 

what we did for the benefit of an editor or a funding agency, describe ourselves 

as having evolved a "nomological network" and as having empirica11y establfshed 

the constr•Jct validity of our constructs of provocation and hosti 1 ity. Of course, 

the concepts of provocation and hostility need not be expressed literally by the 

words "provocation" and 11hostillty. 11 They might be formulated in a different 

linguistic system (e.g., In French, Spanish, German, etc . ) or in idiomatic 

English (e.g., as "Instigative stimulus" and "aggressive response" or as "aversive 

stimulus" and "aversive response"). 

But now, what~ empirical about it all? Certainly, for example, the 

hostl llty graph, the formula, and the detailed "unless" clauses did not pop up 

out of nowhere. In fact, they emerged in the course of discussions with a 

colleague, Milton Llpetz. The discussions involved false starts , correction of 

factual errors, premature closures, checking against clinical c::xamples and 

clinical explanations, dol~g thought experiments, and reflecting on ou r previous 

research on hostility. It is these historical, biographical featu res of the 

situat ion, what has sometimes been called the "context of discove.ry/' to which 

the construct validity account of evolving connections and cross-checking them 

seem~ most apropos. 

In the sense In which It took some doing and did not emerge as a stlpulative 

definition, the hostility formula is "empirical." In this sense, howe~er, art 

criticism, accounting, and theology are also empirical. What is not empirical 

Is the content of the formula and the logical interconnections among the 
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elements of the formula, as well as the logical interconnections between t~e 

formula and the remainder of the general rule-following model. The fact that we 

sometimes have to be reminded of some of the connections among our concepts does 

not make those connections empirical ones, nor does it give our conclusions about 

those connections the status of elll)irical discoveries. To use a convnon analogy, 

we have to learn arithmetic too, and if we didn't have eyes in our heads and look 

around us, we might well not learn it, but that does not make the rules of 

arithmetic emplrlcal--on th i. contrary, what we have to learn is precisely that 

they are not en,:,irlcal. 

There is more than a passing analogy between the use of the rules of 

ar ; thmetlc and the use of behavior-descriptive formulas such as the hostility 

formula. In both cases, the primary value of having something of the sort is 

not that they are part of a true story about the world, but rather that by virtue 

of being non-empirical, they can be used effectively l!l. some form of human be

havior. Moreover, it appears that their effective use cannot be duplicated 

without them. 

We may here amplify the earlier statement to the effect that what was 

empirical about explanatory formulas was not theor content, b~ ~ the ir range of 

effective application~ It is true, for example, that the concepts of host ! llty 

and provocation have numerous logical relationships with other behavloira1 concepts, 

a~d these relationships are not empirical. But every such distinction and every 

such relationship is the logical precondition for a great many emparlcal possi

bilities. For example, we may focus on a particular sort of case, e.g., the, 

case where P has a stronger reason not to show anger toward 0. We may then ask 

such en,:,lrical questions as 

(a) For whom will which reasons be stronger reasons 0 and when? 

(b) Are facts of the first sort systematically related to group 
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membership, historical ar.tecedents, current physiological states, 

or anything else whatever? 

(c) What human actions could change facts of the first sort? How 

could facts of the second sort be used to facilitate or inhibit 

such changes? What human actions could accomplish changes in 

facts of the second sort? 

The point here can be stated simply: The facts we are able to discover emp lr lca l ly 

are completely and directly dependent on the prescriptive formulas we are ab1e to 

use, whereas the evolution of new,formulas is not a matter of discove ry at all and 

Is only very loosely dependent on the facts we are able to d i scover. But the 

evolution of new formulas can bo expressed directly as the extension of the range 

of effective application of the concept of human behavior. 

Finally, let us return to some of the issues that were raised previously. 

It was suggested earlier that there might be something disturbing about the 

conclusion that the price of having a formula which explains our observations by 

reference to an objective, universal principle is that the formula be non

empirical and removed from observation. We have seen that the non=emp i r i cal 

feature !s obscured in the traditional formu!ation by being p~ ~ased in the truth

testing language of "confirmation/' "evidence," and the 11empJdcal 11 de rl vation of 

nomolog i cal r.etworks. The non-observab l lity feature Is handled en a more pos lti ve 9 

but also more radical fashion. The non-observable elements of the exp1a~atory 

fcrmulas for behavior are identified hypothetical ly wi th observables after al1 9 

but now of a non-behavioral sort, and the prescriptive basis for this identifi 

cation Is the 11hypothesis 11 of "the unity of science." Following this prescription 

requ l res treating psychology not as a science, but as the periphera l f ragment of 

a single, all~embracing science in which the fundamentals lie elsewhere. In th l s 

genre, psychological explanations are not real explanations, but merely i . O. u. i s 
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deposited against the future findings of phys7ologists, genetecists, and biochemists. 

In contrast, the hostility formula and others 1ike it in the general rule

following model, are not 1. O. U.'s. For exa~le, if under provocation by 0, Pis 

observed not to show hostility, the statement that he had another reason, i.e., 

fear, for not showing his anger does serve as an explanation, and not a second 

best one, either, of why he did what he dfd. The very same system of logical 

relationships which determines that not show! ng ang-,r in the face of provocation 

Is a piece of behavior which requires an exp1anation also provides t he standard 

for what would qualify as an explanation, and It provides the resources for gi vi ng 

one. What qualifies as an explanation is the specification of the applicable 

"u"lless 11 clause from among those "unless" clauses which the system itself provides. 

Slmllarly, to return briefly to our heuristic analogy, if a physical object is 

observed to move otherwise than in accordance with the forces which are kn<Mn to 

be operative, then not merely Is it clear that an explanation ls requtredp but 

also the nature of the required explanation i s quite clear. It consists of 

specifying what other force was operating, and no other explanation will do i n 

place of this. This, very briefly, is why the question of what exp~a ~ns what is 

not an e~irical one and why non-behavioral facts cannot e:xpl e1; n behavioc-a ! facts. 

No less than the facts we are able to discover ,, the explanations that we a re able 

t o give depend wholly and directly o~ the pre.scr lptive formulas that we are able 

to use. 

On the whole, therefore, the rule-following account of scientific human 

behavior can be said to lack the problemat ic features of the truth-seekong, 

"confirmation" account. We have seen that in the rule-following formulat ion 

there Is no dichotomy and no category boundary between a non-emplrlca1 discipl i ne 

of science and an eq>irical sc cence of behav ior, since the prescript ive aspect 

extends all the way down to the collection of data, the use of data p the 
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explanation of data, and the generalization of such explanations. No doubt it 

has not been make explicitly clear that It extends to all data, including rat 

data, and all explanations, Including physiological and physical ones. In any 

case .. because of this continuity, one hundred percent coverage is sufficient for 

an adequate account of all behavior. 

Likewise, with the provocation-hostility exaq,le, we have seen that inthe 

prescriptive approach explanation of what is observed is given by the systematic 

relationships among concepts In a coq,rehenslve system (in contrast to the simple 

reductive hierarchy embodied In the unity of science "hypothesis"). Because of 

this, no substantive distinction is required between descriptive and explanatory 

co~cepts and no language other than descriptive language is required at all. In 

the formulation of hostility, there is no distinction to be made between "obser

vation language" and "theoretical language," hence there is no particular 

encouragement, and certainly no requirement for the curious a priori principle 

that what looks like behavior is really something else. 

VI. Neither the confirmation account nor the rule-following account 

provides a prescription which, if dutifully followed, guarantees a worthwhile 

scientific accoq>lishment. Neither, of course , do we have prescriptions that 

guarar.tee good literature, art, music, philosophyp mathematics, education, or 

psychotherapy. All of our experience in these disciplines reminds us of the 

crucial gap between substantial achievement and the mere lmpeccable exercise of 

techn i que. At this most important juncture, ironically, it is the truth-seeking, 

positivlstic account which provides us with a prescription that can surely be 

fol lowed. We cannot always accomplish anything of scientific value, but we can 

always use slq>le formulas couched in an explanatory idiom, operationalize~ 

predict, and collect empirical data. In contrast, the ru1e-fo11owtng model has 

no special place for a hypothetical mere science as against good sc ience, any 
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more than it has a special place for mere arithmetic as against correct arithmetic, 

or for anything that would be mere 111Jslc as against musical music or mere psycho

therapy as against therapeutic psychotherapy. Neither the existence nor the 

potential value of verbal, procedural, and computational technologies ls denied 

In the rule-following account. But Instead of fixating on these as being what 

science Is, It reminds us of the scientific task of Innovating. It discourages 

the ritual use of such principles as parsimony, operationalization, and testability, 

but not their effective use. Thus, It puts neither obstacles nor temptations in 

the way of the working scientist while nevertheless giving him a rational basis 

on which to work and to relate his work to that of others. It is neither a 

daring proposal nor an eq,lrlcal one to suggest that that is a good position for 

psychologists to be in. 
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